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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let l/all denote the distance from the real number (Y to the nearest integer. The 
sequence 1,2,3, . . . of all positive integers has the following property: there is 
an E > 0 such that if r is a rational number and if 11 nr 11 < E for all integers 
n 2 1, then r is in fact an integer. For instance, this property holds with E = 3, 
as we proceed to show. 
Proposition 1. If r is a rational number, and if llnrll < 4 for all integers n 2 1, 
then r is an integer. 
Proof. Let r E Q \ Z, say r = 2 with (a, b) = 1 and b > 1. Let the positive in- 
teger no be a solution of the congruence 
b 




for some integer g, whence 
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The sequence of all positive integers is the simplest example of what we shall 
call an integer-detecting sequence. 
Definition 1. Let E > 0. A sequence (m,), >0 of positive integers is called in- 
teger-detecting of height E if every rationalnumber Y, such that ]lmn r]I < E for 
all IZ 2 0, is an integer. A sequence of positive integers is called integer-detect- 
ing if it is integer-detecting of height E for some E > 0. 
(Throughout the sequel, (m,) denotes a sequence of positive integers. We 
shall assume, as we may, that m, < m,+ 1 for all n > 0.) 
A simple example of a sequence which is not integer-detecting isobtained by 
taking multiples of some integer d > 1: if n > 1 and dim, for all rr 2 0, then (m,) 
is not integer-detecting. Indeed, for any E > 0, the number r := $ is such that 
r E Q\Zand]I m, rJI < E for all n > 0. 
We shall often restrict our attention to sequences whose terms have no com- 
mon divisor greater than 1; we shall express this condition by writing 
‘gcd(m,) = 1’. 
Our investigation was suggested by the following question put to one of the 
authors (cf. [9]): Define (m,) by rno = 1 and m, = (~1 . . .p,)” for Iz > 1, where pi 
is the i-th prime; is this sequence integer-detecting? We shall show, as a corol- 
lary to one of our results, that it is not. 
The aim of this paper is to give necessary or sufficient conditions for a se- 
quence to be integer-detecting, and to construct examples of ‘sparse’ integer- 
detecting sequences. 
Acknowledgement. We are grateful to Professor Robert Tijdeman for his help 
in bringing this work to its final form; in particular, for smoothing Proposition 3 
and for replacing the original version of Proposition 12 by a stronger result 
with a simpler proof. 
2. EXACT HEIGHTS 
Proposition 1 can be formulated as follows: the sequence of all positive integers 
is integer-detecting, of height 4. This sequence is not integer-detecting of any 
height greater than 4. Indeed, if E > f and r = 3 then llnrll < E for all n 2 0. It 
follows that every integer-detecting sequence has height at most i (a sequence 
is integer-detecting of height E if it has a subsequence with this property). 
By definition, an integer-detecting sequence of height E is also integer-de- 
tecting of height E’, if 0 < t’ < 6. Hence the E such that (m,) is integer-detecting 
of height E form a subinterval of (0, i]. We now show that this interval is always 
closed on the right. 
Proposition 2. Let (m,) be an integer-detecting sequence, and let 
h := sup{& > 0 : (m,) is integer-detecting of height E}. 
Then (m,) is integer-detecting of height h. 
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Proof. Suppose that I E Q and that ]]mn r]] < h for all n 2 0. Set I = i, with 
b > 0. The numbers ]]m,, 111 are rational, with denominator at most b. Hence 
]]mn r]] I f, where c is the integer such that c < bh < c + 1. Thus ]]mn r]] < E 
for all n 2 0, if $ < E < h. By definition of h, (m,) is integer-detecting of height 
E. Hence r E Z, and the proof is complete. 
Proposition 2 justifies the following 
Definition 2. If (m,) is integer-detecting and 
h := sup{& > 0 : (m,) is integer-detecting of height E}, 
we say that (m,) is integer-detecting of exact height h. 
We conclude this discussion by proving a result which implies the existence 
of integer-detecting sequences of arbitrarily small exact height. 
Proposition 3. Let c and d be relatively prime positive integers. The sequence 
(m,) defined by m, = cn + d (n 2 0) is integer-detecting, of exact height h,, 
where 
Proof. Consider first the case c L 3. The sequence (m,) cannot be integer-de- 
tecting of height greater than i. Indeed, let r : = G, where d’ is such that 
dd’ E 1 (mod c). Then for all n > 0, 
llmnrll = cn+d);ll = //$I/ =f. 
To show that (m,) is integer-detecting, of height b, we show that if (a, b) = 1 
and b > 1, then 11 rn,$llL$ forsomen>O. 
Suppose first that b 5 c. Then, since gcd(m,) = 1, we have llmn g II > B 2 ! 
for some II. Suppose now that b > c. Since (a, b) = 1, the set 
{ (cn + d)a (mod b) : n E Z} has ii;“;r elements, and 
{ (cn + d)a (mod 6) : n E Z} = {am + du(mod A) : n E Z}. 
The points 
l/*/l (n=O, . ..&)- 1) (1) 
are well-spaced (mod l), hence the distance between two neighbors is @$!. 
Therefore the interval [!, 1 - f ] contains one of these points, i.e. a number 
J/m, 2 (1, if 
G$9< 1-z. 
Since b > c, this inequality is satisfied unless c = 3 and b = 2 . (b, c). In this 
case, b = 6 and a E { 1, 5). Since the distance between the points in (1) is i and 
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‘their denominator’ is 6, one of them lies in the closed interval [i, $1. This 
concludes the proof for c 2 3. 
The result for c = 1 follows from the argument used in the proof of Proposi- 
tion 1. For c = 2, we observe that the sequence (2n + d), , 0 has the subsequence 
(4n + %>fl, of height a. The example r = $ shows that $ is indeed the exact 
height. 
3. A COMPARISON RESULT 
With trivial exceptions, perturbing the terms of a sequence boundedly will not 
change its integer-detecting character. 
Proposition 4. Suppose that gcd(m,) = gcd(mL) = 1 and that (m, - m:) is 
bounded. Then (mi) is integer-detecting if and only if (m,) is. 
Proof. It suffices to show that if gcd(m,) = 1, if (m, - m;) is bounded and if 
(m,) is not integer-detecting, then (mi) is not integer-detecting. 
LetO<E<lbegiven.Seti,:= Im,-rn;I andc:=max{i,+l:nLO}. 
Since (m,) is not integer-detecting, there is an r E Q \ Z, say r = % with 
(a, b) = I and b > 1, such that 
Ilm,rll < & for all n 2 0. (2) 
Since gcd(m,) = 1, there is some k > 0 such that b ,f mk. Then mkr E Q \ Z, 
whence llm, 111 2 $. It follows with (2) that b > 2cmo/~ > mo; therefore b )i mo. 
Set r’ : = mot-; then t’ E Q \ Z. For all n 2 0, the triangle inequality yields 
IlmLr’ll 5 Ilmnr’ll + Ilinr’ll i mollmrll + inllmOrll. 
BY (2), 
moIlm,rll < & i i and i,,llmorll < & 5 i. 
Hence IlmLr’ll < E for all n 2 0. 
Remark. The condition ‘gcd(m,) = gcd(mL) = 1’ may not be omitted from the 
hypotheses of Proposition 4. For instance, if d E Z, d > 1, the sequence 
(m,) = (d, 2d, 3d, . . .) is not integer-detecting (see §l), but the sequence 
(m;) = (1, 2d, 3d, . . .) is (see Proposition 5). 
4. SEQUENCES WITH BOUNDED OR UNBOUNDED QUOTIENTS 
If gcd(m,) = 1, a sufficient condition for (m,) to be integer-detecting is the 
boundedness of the quotients m,+l /m,. 
Proposition 5. If gcd(m,) = 1 and if m,+l/m, 5 M for some real number M 
and all n 2 0, then (m,) is integer-detecting, of height l/(mo(M + 1)). 
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Proof. Let E = l/(me(M + 1)). Suppose that r E Q and that 
]]mnr]] < E for all n > 0. (3) 
We proceed in two steps: mar E Z because m,,l/m, 5 M; r E Z because 
mar E Z and gcd(m,) = 1. 
Set I’ : = mar. By (3) and the triangle inequality, 
llmnr’ll < rng.5 for all n 2 0. (4) 
By (3) again, (lr’(( < E. If we had /r’l/ # 0, there would be an indexj 2 1 such 
that mj-i]]r’]] < rno& 5 mjllr’\l. In fact mj]]r’I] > 1 - mo&, since mj]]r’]l > rno& 
and Ijmjllr’II 11 = Ilmjr’ll < rnos. Thus we would have mj/mj_t > M, which is im- 
possible. Therefore Ilr’ll = 0, and mar E Z. 
Now suppose r were an irreducible fraction %, with b > 1. Since gcd(m,) = 1 
we would have llrnkrll 2 a for some k. But then b > i > mo, and mar would not 
be an integer. Hence r E Z, and the proposition is proved. 
Remark. Proposition 5 is essentially best possible with respect to the height 
ll(m0W + 1)). W e consider the following example: Let M >_ 2 and mo be pos- 
itive integers. Define ml = Mm0 - 1 and m, = mo + (n - l)ml for all n 2 2. It 
is easy to see that (m,, m,,+,) = 1 and m,+l/m, 5 M for all n > 0. For 
r : = M/(Mmo - 1) we have llrrnl II = 0 and Ilrm,ll = l/(Mmo - 1) for all n # 1. 
Hence the exact height of (m,) is smaller than l/(Mmo - 1). 
Example 1. Proposition 5 immediately implies that non-trivial sequences of 
polynomial or exponential growth are integer-detecting. In particular, the se- 
quence (2”)n>o is integer-detecting, of height f (and hence of exact height f ). 
More generally, if b is an integer, b 2 2, the sequence (b”), , o is integer-detect- 
ing, of exact height &. Indeed, it is of height &by Proposition 5. It cannot be 
of larger height since b” s (- l)“(mod b + 1) and therefore, if r = $, 
Ilb”rll = iieli = &. 
Example 2. Let mo = 1 and for n 2 1, let m, = pn, the n-th prime. Then (m,) is 
an integer-detecting sequence, of exact height f . Indeed, Proposition 5 applies 
with M = 2, because of Bertrand’s postulate [5, Theorem 4181. 
The boundedness of m,+l/m,, is not a necessary condition for (m,) to be in- 
teger-detecting; see Example 6 below. 
In the opposite direction to Proposition 5, we have 
Proposition 6. For each n 2 0, let d, : = gcd(mk : k 2 n}_ If & is unbounded, 
then (m,) is not integer-detecting. 
Proof. Let E > 0 be given, 0 < E < 1. Take N 2 1 such that & > i. Let 
r = &; then r E Q \ Z. If n 2 N, then m,r = m,/dN is an integer, and 
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jlm,rll = 0 < E. If 0 5 n < N, then 0 < m,r < mN_Ir = y < E. Hence 
jm,r(( < c for all n 2 0. 
Corollary. If m,+l/m, is unbounded and if m, 1 m,+l for all n 2 no (some 
no > 0), then (m,) is not integer-detecting. 
Example 3. By the corollary to Proposition 6, the sequence mo = 1, m, = 2*” 
(n > 1) is not integer-detecting, nor is the sequence mo = 1, m, = (pl.. .p,)” 
(n > 1) mentioned in the introduction, nor again is the sequence mo = 1, 
m, = 22’ _ 22n-1 (n 2 1). By Proposition 4, no sequence which differs from one 
of these by a bounded amount is integer-detecting. 
Example 4. Let ma = 1, and for n > 1 let m, = pn!(n + l), where p,, denotes 
the n-th prime. This sequence is not integer-detecting, by Proposition 6. Indeed, 
d,, 2 pn!, whence +) k 2 $. Further 5 is unbounded since x + 0 as x + 00 
” [5, p. 3491. 
Example 5. A sequence (m,) with mo = 1 and 
m, = 2*’ + 2*“-’ + a, (n> 1) 
is not integer-detecting, if (a,) is a bounded sequence of integers. Indeed, by 
Proposition 4 it suffices to show that (md) with m,J, = 1 and rn; = 2*” + 2*“-’ + 1 
(n > 1) is not integer-detecting. This follows from the corollary to Propo- 
sition 6, because m,!, 1 m;,,: set x = 2*“-’ in the identity x4 + x2 + 1 = 
(X*+X+1)(X*-X+1). 
The following two propositions relate the integer-detecting character of (m,) 
to certain properties of the sequence of its first differences, 
an :=m,-m,_l (n > 0; m-1 : = 0). (5) 
Proposition 7. For n 2 1, let b, : = gcd{mk - mk_i : k > n}. If & is un- 
bounded, then (m,) is not integer-detecting. 
Proof. Let E be given, 0 < E < 1. Take N 2 1 such that & > j. Let r = &; 
then r E Q \ Z. If (a,) is as in (5) and n 2 N - 1, then 
1 n 1 N-l 
md=- c ai=_ c ai+g_ 
bN ;zo bN ,Eo 
mN-~ +g 
bN 
for some integer g, whence Ilrn,rlj < E. If 0 5 n < N - 1, we have 
0 < m,r < v < E, so that Ilm,rl/ < E. 
Corollary. Let m,+l/m, be unbounded. Let (an)n,O be as in (5). If there exists 
an no > 1 such that a,, ( a,+~ for all n > no, then (G,,) is not integer-detecting. 
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Proof. In the notation of Proposition 7, we have 6, = a,, for n > no, and 
a,, jm,_ 1 is unbounded, if m,,+l jm, is. 
Proposition 8. Let (a,), defined as in (5), be strictly increasing. If (a,) is in- 
teger-detecting, so is (m,). 
Proof. Suppose that (m,) is not integer-detecting. Then there exists, for each E 
with 0 < E < 1, an r E Q \ Z such that Ilmkr(( < 2 for all k 2 0. For the same E 
and r, we have Ila,rl\ I Ilm,-irll + II m,r II < E for all IZ 2 0. Hence (a,) is not in- 
teger-detecting. 
A proof similar to that of Proposition 8 yields 
Proposition 9. Let cn : = m, + m,-1 (n 2 0; m-1 : = 0). Then (m,) is integer-de- 
tecting, if (c,) is. 
5. RESIDUE SYSTEMS 
It is sometimes possible to show that a sequence (m,) is integer-detecting by 
considering it mod b, for all sufficiently large b. 
Proposition 10. Suppose that there is an E > 0 such that for every b > 1, the 
sequence (m,) represents at least E(b - 1) distinct nonzero residue classes 
mod b. Then (m,) is integer-detecting, of height $. 
Proof. Let r = % with (a, b) = 1 and b > 1. If b = 2, some m, has to be odd, 
and therefore \lrn,rll = 1 2 9. Now suppose b > 3. Since (a, b) = 1, the se- 
quence (am,) represents at least d : = [e(b - 1)1 distinct nonzero residue clas- 
ses mod b. ‘At worst’, these come in pairs q, b - q with 1 < q < 111, where one 
class might be missing in case 2 4 d. In any case, there is an m, satisfying 
By paying special attention to some more small b’s, one could easily refine the 
height 5. The application of Proposition 10 with E = 1 implies the following 
Corollary. If (m,) contains arbitrarily long blocks of consecutive integers, then 
(m,) is integer-detecting, of exact height i. 
Example 6. The sequence mo = 1, 
m, = 101on! +n (nL I) 
is integer-detecting, of exact height 3, since it represents all residue classes 
mod b, for any b > 1. In contrast, notice that the sequence ma = 1, 
m, = lo”“! + 1 (nL 1) 
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is not integer-detecting, by Proposition 4 and the corollary to Proposition 6, 
since m, - 1 divides mn+l - 1 for all n 2 1. 
The following proposition complements Proposition 10. 
Proposition 11. Suppose that gcd(m,) = 1 and that the sequence (m,) contains 
a reduced residue system mod b for every b > bo, where bo is some positive in- 
teger. Then (m,) is integer-detecting, of height min( a, k). 
Proof. The proof is based on the observation that for each b > bo, there is an 
integer q such that (b, q) = 1 and $ - 2 5 q < 4. Indeed, 
b-l 
(b, __ * )=I if b - 1 (mod 2), 
(b, ;- 1) = 1 ifb E O(mod4), 
(b, ; - 2) = 1 ifb = 2(mod4). 
Now let I = 2 with (a, b) = 1 and b > 1. If b > bo, let q be as above. The se- 
quence (am,) contains a reduced residue system mod b, since (m,) does and 
(a, b) = 1. Hence urn,, s q(mod 6) for some n, that is, fm,, = % + g for some 
integerg. Since i > 8 2 1 - f we have, for b > max(5, bo), 
If 1 < b 5 max(5, bo), there is always an m, f O(mod b). Then 
1 
l(m,rll L - 2 
1 
b max(5, bo) ’ 
and the proof is complete. 
Example 7. The sequence 
mo= 1, m, = 10IOn! +pn (n> 1) 
(wherep, is the n-th prime) is integer-detecting. 
Proof. Let b and q be given, with b > 1 and (q, b) = 1. By Dirichlet’s prime 
number theorem, there is a prime pn 2 b such that pn 3 q (mod b). Then 
m, E q (mod b), since 
lolOfl > 22” >p* 
([5], Chap. 2.4). Proposition 11 now yields the desired conclusion. 
Example 8. The following example shows that the height $ in the conclusion of 
Proposition 11 is best possible: take mo = 1, and let (m,), >, be the sequence of 
all primes larger than 3. This sequence (m,), > o satisfies the hypothesis of Pro- - 
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position 11, because of Dirichlet’s prime number theorem; it is therefore in- 
teger-detecting, of height $. It is of exact height d because ifp is a prime, p > 3, 
thenp = fl (mod 6). It follows that for r = A, we have ]lm,r)( = a for all n 2 0. 
The hypothesis of Proposition 11 can be relaxed. For instance, it suffices to re- 
quire that (m,) contains at least 4(b) - 1 reduced residues mod b, for each 
b > bo (where 4 is Euler’s function). The conclusion is the same. The idea of the 
proof is that if for some b and q with (q, b) = 1 there is no m, E q (mod b), then 
b - q is available and can be used instead. 
We conclude by proving that a sequence (m,) is integer-detecting if it con- 
tains a sufficient proportion of reduced residues mod b, for every sufficiently 
large b. 
Proposition 12. Let 0 < S 5 1. If gcd(m,) = 1 and if (m,) contains at least 
6+(b) distinct reduced residues mod b for every b > bo (some bo > l), then (m,) 
is integer-detecting. 
If b is an integer, b > 1, let Ab be the set of positive integers relatively prime to 
b and smaller than b. Proposition 12 will be deduced from the following lemma. 
Lemma. For each 6 E (0, l] there exists a positive integer bl = b,(S) with the 
property that if b > bl, every subset A of ftb such that IAl 2 6$(b) contains an 
element a for which )( % 11 > 4. 
Proof. We begin byc$fining b,(6). Let 6 E (0, l] be given. It follows from [5, 
Theorem 3161 that m --t 0 as b -+ co, where w(b) denotes the number of dis- 
tinct prime factors of the positive integer b. We take bl to be the smallest integer 
such that 
%<A6 forallb > bl. (6) 
Now let b be an integer, b > bl, and let 1 = al < . . . < a@(b) = b - 1 be the ele- 
ments of the corresponding set Ab. Set N: = [i@(b)] ; by (6), we have N 2 1. 
We prove the lemma by showing that if A c Ab and IA) 2 Q(b), then there 
exists an aj E A such that 
566 < aj < (1 -:6)b. 
By definition of N, we can choose Uj E A with N <_ j 5 4(b) - N. To prove (7), 
we require the estimate 
4(x, b) 2 yx+ 2‘4’) (8) 
for 4(x, b): = I{ 1 I: n 5 x : (n, b) = l}]; this follows from the identity [7, p. 911 
4(x, b) = 5 ~@)[$l. 
SuPPose that aN I f Sb. Then +( !6b, b) 2 N, and on setting x = $6b in (8) we 
get 






But this inequality fails for all b > bl, because of (6). Hence Uj > aN > f6b. By 
symmetry, we have &+$(J,_N 5 b - aN < (1 - 46)b. This completes the proof of 
(7), and of the lemma. 
Proposition 12 is an easy consequence of the lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 12. Let r = % with (a, b) = 1 and b > 1. Set 
b’ : = max (ba ,bl). If 1 < b 5 b* and m, f 0 (mod b), then I/m,? 1) L i 2 &. 
Ifb > b*,letm,,, . . ., m,, be distinct reduced residues mod b contained in (m,), 
with s > Q(b). Since (a, b) = 1, the integers am,,, , . , arn,$ are also distinct 




- >3. b 
This concludes the proof. 
6. FINAL REMARKS 
A problem in topology over Z led to the problem mentioned in $1, concerning 
the sequence (pi. . .P,)~; see [9]. This in turn suggested to us the concept of in- 
teger-detecting sequences. 
The questions we have considered are related to the theory of exponential 
sums or, equivalently, uniform distribution (see for instance [2] or [6]). Writing 
e(o) = e*?iia, we have Ilrn,rl/ < E if and only if Re(e(m,r)) > cos 27~. Thus if 
llrnnrll < E for 0 < n < N - 1, then 
1% e(m.31 > Re(x e(m,r)) > Ncos 27rE. 
Upper bounds for such sums would imply results bearing on our problem. Un- 
fortunately, such bounds are available only for rather slowly increasing m, (for 
example, Weyl’s inequality [2]). Because of Proposition 5 however, we are not 
concerned by such m,. 
This type of problem is also related to what is called arithmetical topology. 
The authors of [l] construct sequences (a,) of integers such that 
?(a*) + 1 (9) 
(in a certain topology) for every non-principal character y of N. In [8] it is 
pointed out that since the characters of N are the functions r(n) = eian (cy E R), 
(9) may be rewritten as JJcya,(I ft 0; this makes the connection with our in- 
vestigation obvious. Another link to the so-called Bohr compactification can be 
found in [lo]. 
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Further developments are considered in [3] and [4]. In [3] it is shown that any 
real number h, 0 < h 5 f, is the exact height of some integer-detecting se- 
quence. In [4], the concept of integer-detecting sequences is generalized to al- 
gebraic number fields. 
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